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The 95 g/km European vehicular CO2 emissions target, the resulting monetary penalties for noncompliance, and the associated negative perceptions are major concerns for passenger car
manufacturers currently operating in the European market. They are expected to comply and
maintain profits in an unfamiliar business environment devastated by the global COVID-19 virus
outbreak. Are better vehicle design, improved powertrain efficiency, and accelerated fleet
electrification enough to achieve their respective CO2 targets?
This report clarifies how the European CO2 emission legislation applies to passenger vehicles in
2020 and evaluates what legislative facilities are available to assist manufacturers to define their
CO2 status. The resulting gaps-to-targets and how much penalty these gaps entail are then
assessed using IHS Markit’s compliance forecasts. The characteristics of the vehicles making up
the fleets that define these gaps are also discussed. The influence of actual sales trends on the
compliance statuses is also reviewed and compared with the forecast, which describes how shortterm market forces affect the compliance statuses month to month as 2020 closes out.
While the forecast analysis shows not every manufacturer will meet their target by the end of
2020, additional steps that improve the CO2 effectiveness of their fleet and close the compliance
gaps before then are suggested.

Overview of European legislative framework
The European Union (EU) is on the path to drastically reducing carbon emissions over the coming
decades to tackle climate change. The European Green Deal specifically [1] is a collection of wideranging proposals, directives, and reviews intending to make the EU carbon-neutral by 2050. One
action relevant to the European automotive industry aims to review Regulation (EU) 2019/631,
which sets the CO2 emissions standards for passenger cars and vans leading up to and including
2030 [2]. However, at the time of writing, proposals for a revision will only be made by June 2021
and Regulation (EU) 2019/631 [3] is expected to remain in force until then.

Figure 1 – Nominal reduction in target fleet CO2 levels from 2015 to 2030, EU passenger cars
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Figure 1 illustrates the CO2 standards as it changes from 2015 to 2030, as interpreted by the
authors. This is well accepted within the industry, and a concise overview is provided here. For
passenger cars, the historical 130 g/km fleet wide nominal target was set in 2015 on the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC), which reduced in 2020 to 95 g/km.
While the World Harmonised Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) test cycle replaced the NEDC
in September 2017 for vehicle certification activities, the resulting tailpipe CO2 value generated
on the newer WLTP cycle is translated back to an NEDC equivalent known as NEDC 2.0 from 2018
through 2020. This 2-year transition ensures the public is not confused by the change in test
cycles and facilitates normalised tailpipe CO2 comparisons between different vehicles.
In 2021, the 95 g/km value translates to one that is referenced to the WLTP test cycle explicitly.
As calculated per the legislation using forecast 2020 fleet CO2 data, this value is expected to be
about 20% higher in 2021 [4]. From this 2021 CO2 target level as the reference, a 15% reduction
is required by 2025 followed by a 37.5% reduction in 2030. Recent EU Parliament
announcements have even recommended extending the 2030 reduction level to 50%, but this is
not formalised at the time of writing.
While these targets currently exclusively apply to vehicle tailpipe CO2 emissions, there are
ongoing early discussions by the legislators that suggest including the CO2 produced over the
vehicle’s lifecycle. However, the lifecycle methodology from the EU Commission is not expected
before 2023, thus this idea is not considered here.
Significant challenges exist in meeting each of these target milestones, and 2020 is selected for
discussion here. The nominal targets above are aggregated to each vehicle manufacturer, such
that each has their own unique annual target to comply with. The delta between manufacturer’s
CO2 status and its target is the excess CO2 emissions value that is used to estimate the liable
penalties. Specifically, a EUR95 (USD111.71) penalty applied per gram of excess CO2 charged for
each vehicle counted for compliance.
A comprehensive suite of legislative levers is available [3], which will aid the manufacturers
meet the appropriate target level for their fleets. This is achieved mainly by promoting uptake of
vehicles with CO2 emissions between 0 and 50 g/km (known as zero and low-emission vehicles,
ZLEVs) and of innovative efficient onboard vehicle eco-innovation technologies.
First among these is a Phase-in facility, which applies in 2020 only. Here the manufacturer only
considers 95% of its registered fleet volume in its compliance computations. This allows the
manufacturer to effectively omit 5% by volume of its highest CO2-emitting vehicles in 2020.
Second, ZLEVs registered from 2020 to 2022 qualify for Super-credit volume multiplication
factors, i.e. each ZLEV is counted as multiple vehicles when computing fleet CO2 compliance.
These multipliers are 2 in 2020, 1.67 in 2021, and 1.33 in 2022. For example, if a manufacturer
registers 500 ZLEVs in 2020, these ZLEVs are counted as 1,000 vehicles in the manufacturer’s
compliance computations for that year. Therefore, the super-credit factors increase the impact
of ZLEVs when computing the manufacturer’s fleet CO2 performance. However, the cumulative
fleet CO2 benefit of this impact is capped at 7.5 g/km over the 2020–22 period.
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Third, manufacturers can claim Eco-innovation CO2 credits against a vehicle-specific tailpipe
CO2. Such CO2 credits lower the declared vehicle-specific tailpipe CO2, provided the vehicle has
specific onboard vehicle technologies that reduce CO2 in a justifiable manner not measured on
the legislated test cycle. Examples of commonly used eco-innovation technologies include
efficient alternators and LED lights. The annual eco-innovation credit benefit to a
manufacturer’s fleet CO2 is capped at 7 g/km.
Fourth, manufacturers registering between 10,000 and 300,000 vehicles annually can apply for a
derogated target. For NEDC-based targets in 2020, this derogation is effectively 45% of their
2007 fleet CO2 level. Manufacturers registering between 1,000 and 9,999 vehicles annually can
propose their own fleet CO2 derogation target, while manufacturers registering fewer than 1,000
vehicles annually are exempt from the legislation.
Finally, pooling agreements can be made between difference manufacturers or individual
brands. Here, multiple manufacturers or brands can combine their fleets under a common pool
to optimize a better overall compliance status.
In the next section, the fleet characteristics and CO2 statuses of multiple manufacturers are
listed. Since these manufacturers have pooled under an umbrella brand, they are described
from this point as ‘pools’. The data described originates from IHS Markit’s Compliance+ product
[4] which provides a fleet-level view of each manufacturer’s CO2 compliance level, the
characteristics that define these statuses and how the legislative allowances narrow or close
their compliance gap.
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How are the vehicle manufacturer pools performing in
2020?
With the legislation described above, each manufacturer pool will have an NEDC-based CO2
status, which includes all applicable allowance that is compared with their target in 2020. Figure
2 shows a bubble chart in which such status data is displayed. Sales-weighted fleet CO2 is shown
on the y-axis and sales-weighted fleet running order mass is shown on the x-axis. Each bubble
represents a manufacturer pool and the bubble size indicates its volume. Red bubbles show
pools that are exceeding their target, while green bubbles show pools that are either meeting or
under their target.

Figure 2 – Forecast of 2020 NEDC-based fleet CO2 for top-volume pools including allowances, EU
passenger cars [4]

Pool 1 has the largest volume, while Pool 11 has the smallest. These 11 pools collectively
account for more than 92% of passenger car sales in the EU28. While most pools are forecast to
incur penalties as they do not meet their target, Pool 6 is forecast to be the only pool compliant
manufacturer in 2020.
To describe the influence of the legislative levers on a manufacturer pool’s CO2 in a focused
manner, only 4 out of the original 11 high-volume pools will be discussed in the following
sections. Pool 1 and Pool 6 represent the worst and best performers with regard to CO2
compliance. Pool 2 and Pool 7 are two manufacturer pools that are very different in terms of the
market segment they are operating in as well as their overall fleet characteristics, while still
achieving a relatively common compliance performance.
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Table 1 below shows the initial CO2 status of these selected manufacturer pools without any
allowances (Initial), the individual CO2 reductions via the specific legislative levers (Phase-in,
Super-credit, and Eco-innovation) and the resulting final status (With allowance). The CO2 target
for each pool is also shown, as is the excess CO2 emission level, and the penalty for noncompliance.

Table 1 – EU28 market and four selected high-volume manufacturer pool status in 2020 [4]

For the overall EU28 market in 2020, the sales-weighted average CO2 without any allowances is
113.3 g/km, 15.5 g/km over the market sales-weighted target of 97.8 g/km. This market wide
sales-weighted average CO2 drops to 104 g/km after 9.3 g/km total allowances are applied.
However, an overall 6.2 g/km excess CO2 level remains, which result in EUR6.7 billion penalties
total being liable.
As mentioned previously, Pool 6 is the only compliant pool in 2020, being 1.6 g/km below its
target once allowances are applied. Pool 1 has the highest excess emissions at 11.2 g/km, giving
the largest penalty among the manufacturer pools of EUR3.3 billion.
As an intermediate comparison, Pool 7 retains a relatively manageable excess emissions and
penalty level of 3.5 g/km and EUR0.3 billion, respectively. Pool 2 has a very similar excess
emissions level as Pool 7, but the expected penalty is just over double that of Pool 7 at EUR0.7
billion. This is a function of Pool 2’s higher annual sales volume (not displayed here), which is
roughly double that of Pool 7.
Regarding allowances, the phase-in allowance provides between 2 g/km to 5 g/km benefit
depending on the pool. While Pool 7 reached the 7.5 g/km cap in 2020 already, there is
headroom available for the other pools shown to maximize this. That said, if the super-credit
facility is used up in 2020, the manufacturers must ensure they have enough ZLEV penetration in
their fleet for compliance purposes in following years. Eco-innovation credits only contribute 0.1
g/km CO2 savings overall, which has potential to be better utilised in the future. Clearly the
uptake of qualifying technologies has not reached significant levels according to our
assessments of current penetration rates.
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What is driving these fleet CO2 values?
As previously noted, a manufacturer’s fleet CO2 is defined by tailpipe CO2 of its vehicles as
assessed via the legislative framework which in turn is determined by vehicle attributes. Two
crucial attributes selected for discussion are the powertrain and fuel types. Table 2 shows the
2020 powertrain share by volume of the four selected manufacturer pools in the rightmost
column, as well as supplementary sales-weighted CO2 and sales-weighted running order mass
values for each powertrain type in preceding columns.

Table 2 – Powertrain shares for four selected pooled manufacturers for 2020, EU passenger cars [4]

The key propulsion systems discussed here are conventional internal combustion engines with
and without stop-start (ICE: Stop/Start, ICE), mild hybrids (Hybrid-Mild), non-plug-in hybrids
(Hybrid-Full), and plug-in electric powertrains comprising of plug-in hybrids (Hybrid-Full Plug-In
or PHEVs) as well as plug-in battery electric systems (Electric Plug-In or BEVs).
Here, Pool 6 has the largest share of vehicles with Hybrid-Full powertrains of just over 50%, with
a combined ICE and ICE: Stop/Start share of about 36% and a Hybrid-Mild share of about 9%.
This is coupled with a relatively small combined plug-in vehicle share of about 4%. The salesweighted CO2 of the Hybrid-Full vehicles in this pool is about 95 g/km, while the sales-weighted
CO2 of its combined ICE vehicles is about 115 g/km [4]. The high Hybrid-Full share with its low
CO2 level maximises the fleet CO2 effectiveness and is a result of this pool investing heavily in
this powertrain over many years.
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By contrast, Pool 1 has about 84% of its fleet volume powered by conventional ICEs, with about
10% Hybrid-Mild while the combined plug-in powertrains provide 6%. No Hybrid-Full
powertrains are present. The relatively small contribution from the plug-in vehicles in this pool
is insufficient to offset the influence of its ICE vehicles, which produce relatively high CO2 levels
of about 124 g/km [4]. Even Pool 1’s Hybrid-Mild vehicles contribute about 127 g/km, which is
higher than its ICE counterparts. A Hybrid-Mild vehicle generally produces lower CO2 than an
equivalent ICE vehicle with all other attributes being equal. However, Pool 1’s Hybrid-Mild
vehicles have a 260 kg heavier sales-weighted average mass, which offsets the mild hybrid
technology benefit. The bulk of these vehicles happen to be heavier vehicles overall, such as
SUVs. It is very likely that the CO2 of these vehicles would have been even higher if they were
powered by conventional ICEs. The heavy reliance on conventional ICEs with a relatively high
CO2 clearly limits the CO2 effectiveness of Pool 1’s fleet.
Pool 2 also has an obvious reliance on conventional ICEs at about 94% share, but the salesweighted CO2 of these vehicles is comparatively low at 112 g/km. The remaining vehicle share is
made up of ZLEVs (with no Hybrid-Mild or Hybrid-Full vehicles), which produce extremely low
CO2 levels, keeping Pool 2’s excess fleet CO2 manageable.
Pool 7 has the highest combined plug-in powertrain volume share of about 12%, coupled with a
Hybrid-Mild share of about 11% and a combined ICE share of about 77%. The relatively high
plug-in powertrain share with their very low CO2 levels counteract the high CO2 outputs of its ICE
and Hybrid-Mild vehicles to an extent, which results in Pool 7’s manageable excess fleet CO2
level.
Powertrains only show part of the compliance picture, the fuel used by these vehicles is another
key element. Table 3 shows the fuel-type share by volume for these manufacturer pools in the
rightmost column, with supplementary sales-weighted CO2 and sales-weighted running order
mass for each fuel type in the preceding columns. Here Gasoline, Gasoline-E85, and Gasolineliquefied petroleum gas (LPG) cover vehicles that run on gasoline, gasoline/ethanol blends, and
gasoline/LPG, respectively.

Table 3 – Fuel-type shares for four selected pooled manufacturers for 2020, EU passenger cars [4]
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Pool 6 has the highest gasoline share out of the selected pools at about 94%, a relatively small
diesel share of about 6%, and a negligible share of electric-powered vehicles. Pool 1 also has a
combined gasoline bias of about 62%, with a 35% diesel and 3% electric share. Pool 2 has a
similar trend to Pool 1 with a 66% gasoline share, 31% diesel and 3% electric share. While Pool 1
and Pool 2’s fuel types are comparable, the differences in powertrain described earlier combine
to generate completely different compliance statuses.

While these pools have a clear bias toward gasoline vehicles, Pool 7 has a 53% majority diesel
share coupled with 42% share of gasoline vehicles and about 6% electric. The high diesel share
is understandable for this pool, as its vehicle portfolio is dominated by large sedans and SUVs.
This is evidenced by Pool 7 having at least a 270kg heavier sales-weighted fleet mass than the
other pools, as seen in Figure 2. Therefore, Pool 7’s strategy of exploiting the more CO2-effective
diesel powertrain relative to gasoline is understandable and complements the powertrain
selection to an extent.
The above figures show how the implemented powertrain investment level and general vehicle
strategy (linked to fuel-type) vary significantly across manufacturers, resulting in very different
fleet CO2 emissions. The appropriate combination of powertrain and fuel type is critical. As there
is no single ‘silver-bullet’ solution currently, manufacturers must focus their investments and
capabilities on the powertrains and fuel types in a way that is unique to them that improves fleet
CO2-effectiveness.
The data presented thus far has been obtained from IHS Markit’s Compliance+ product [4],
which covers the EU28 Market. However, as members of the European Economic Area, two nonEU countries have implemented the EU fleet CO2 regulation and accordingly the European
Commission includes vehicle registrations from Iceland and Norway in its compliance
assessments for 2020 [5]. As this change in market coverage is not captured in the data
presented here, the following is an assessment of any possible impacts on the manufacturer
compliance levels.
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How can individual European market additions impact
the overall EU fleet CO2?
IHS Markit’s analysis of the varying market coverage from the current EU28 forecasting
approach and its impact establishes that the Icelandic market represents less than 0.1% of the
EU28 market. This is illustrated by its sales volumes of around 12,000 units in 2019, which is
expected to drop to between 8,000 to 13,000 range in the following half-decade. This signifies
that Iceland’s influence on the overall European fleet CO2 emissions and fleet average mass is
insignificant.
However, the same analysis highlights that the addition of the Norwegian market is marginally
significant as it weighs around 1% of the EU28 volumes. Moreover, the fact that the market
characteristics differ completely (e.g. high electrification rate, limited use of diesel vehicles)
from EU28 leads to a sub-1% of average regional CO2 emissions. However, the specific impact
for some manufacturers is more pronounced, with some having a substantial presence in the
country and therefore potentially experiencing a larger benefit owing to the inclusion of their
Norway sales in their European-wide fleet. The potential gain is higher in the early years thanks
to the super-credit allowance, but a medium-term repercussion would be the super-credit cap
reached earlier, with limited allowance usage in 2021 and 2022 for some.
Thus, when considering Norway volumes, the excess premiums for the whole market are
forecast to decrease by EUR0.7 billion when compared with the base EU28 scenario. Most of the
variation is covered by the 11 manufacturers captured in this report. This result demonstrates
the dominant effect of a decrease in emissions despite a slight increase in volume. These
savings are not evenly spread at the manufacturer level, as they vary according to CO2 gains as
well as fleet sizes; at the individual level, the variation in yearly fines ranges from a decrease of
EUR306 million to an increase of EUR2.3 million. Notably, 9 of the 11 pools shown in Figure 2 are
expected to receive a decreased level of financial penalty exclusively owing to the inclusion of
Norway volumes. Conversely, only one pool is facing a penalty increase while the situation for
Pool 6 remains unchanged as it complies with its CO2 target regardless of Norway’s inclusion.
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How will the vehicle manufacturers achieve compliance?
While the current forecast established that most vehicle manufacturers remain non-compliant
in 2020, it is unlikely this scenario will be realised the end of the year. Prior to the COVID-19
fallout, several vehicle manufacturers have expressed their explicit intent to comply with the
2020 legislation. While recent events altered everyone’s plans on accomplishing this,
manufacturers are regardless still expected to direct their sales effort toward powertrain
variants, which enable compliance (specifically ZLEVs).
This raises the question of how much additional ZLEV volume (if any) is specifically required for
compliance in 2020. Figure 3 shows the combined Electric Plug-In, BEV and Hybrid-Full Plug-In,
PHEV vehicle shares for the four pools as per the baseline forecast, as well as the estimated
share required for fleet CO2 compliance.

Figure 3 – Baseline ZLEV share and estimated ZLEV share required for compliance in 2020

While Figure 2 shows that only Pool 6 is forecast to be compliant, the scenario below highlights
that Pool 7 can comply the following very minor increases in ZLEV share. For the remaining
manufacturers, the required shift toward ZLEV products is more challenging, especially for those
handicapped by a very limited Electric Plug-in powertrain offering, and which must rely on
much higher sales of Hybrid-Full Plug-In powertrain to significantly lower the fleet emissions. A
core assumption in this high-level analysis is that all other criteria (such as fuel-type split and
other powertrain shares) remains unchanged. Obviously in reality manufacturers can exploit
these fleet criteria as well to lower their average fleet emissions.
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The discussion above describes how the vehicle sales portfolio available to the public can
change on the manufacturer side. The fact remains more CO2-effective vehicles must be placed
into customer hands. To encourage this, various EU states have implemented purchase
incentives that favor such vehicles as part of COVID-19 recovery plans [5,7]. Such incentives aim
to revive the automotive marketplace while accelerating fleet electrification. For example,
Germany offers a EUR9,000 combined Electric Plug-In vehicle incentive to customers where
EUR6,000 is provided by the German government, while EUR3,000 is provided by the
manufacturer.
Such incentives are expected to alter customers’ buying behavior during the COVID-19 recovery
and accommodate the change in an individual’s daily routine. A recent IHS Markit commentary
[8] discusses how the impact of COVID-19 affects personal vehicles usage, specifically the
widespread work-from-home practice and what that entails for city and rural environments. For
example, a household that typically used a personal car for commuting now has fewer vehicle
miles traveled since home working has been implemented. Therefore, there is a diminished
need for a new car in this case. However, the need for a personal car likely has not changed
much for an inner-city household that typically used public transport for commuting and used a
personal car for weekend family activities. In addition, there is the possibility of people moving
from cities to rural areas, which have a less developed public transport system. Therefore, as
this household moves to an area with less population density, it generates a greater reliance on
personal transport with a greater frequency of use that was not present previously.
All these considerations are part of the current fluid and reactionary marketplace and illustrates
the need for closer and more frequent monitoring of vehicle manufacturer’s compliance levels.
This is done by tracking the monthly passenger vehicle sales trends and assessing the impact on
the compliance status month to month. Such data is obtained from IHS Markit’s Compliance+
Rolling Short-Term Forecast product [9]. Here, two separate and individual monthly compliance
statuses (assessed from actual vehicle sales trends) are compared with the original forecast in
Compliance+. As per Compliance+, the characteristics that define these statuses are also
described.
Table 4 shows how the individual monthly actual vehicle sales trends for July 2020 and August
2020 has affected the compliance statuses of the EU28 market and the four pools discussed here
(specifically excess CO2 and the monetary penalties); and how the two months compare with the
original baseline forecast.
This dataset does not include the influence of Eco-innovation credits, which causes the
differences in excess emissions and penalties for the baseline EU28 market values compared
with Table 1. For the individual pools however, this influence is marginal. For Pool 1, the specific
sales trends in July followed by August indicates it is improving its compliance status steadily
(by about 6 g/km overall) and becoming more CO2-effective when compared with the original
baseline. Pool 2 has improved its status considerably, such that it is compliant for August only.
Pool 6 is forecast to be compliant in 2020, but it appears the sales trends in both months alter
this view with about 3–5 g/km excess CO2 emissions depending on the month. Finally, Pool 7
had a worse compliance position in July (by about 4 g/km), but this improved in August such
that the forecast levels return.
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Table 4 – Compliance and penalty statuses of EU28 market and four manufacturer pools for two
individual months (July and August) compared with the reference baseline forecast [9]

These statuses are a result of the fleet characteristics, specifically the powertrain and fuel-type
shares. Figures 4 to 7 show the powertrain and fuel-type shares for the baseline forecast and for
the two individual months, which resulted in the above fleet CO2 trends of each pool. To focus
the discussion, only the August powertrain share trends will be compared with the baseline
forecast. Pool 1 has about 1.3% and 2% increases in Electric Plug-In and Hybrid-Full Plug-In
shares in August compared with baseline, resulting in 4.4% and 5% share, respectively. This
increase of ZLEV share improves fleet CO2-effectiveness, offsetting the effect of reduced HybridMild share by about 3.3% and the 6% reduction in overall diesel share. The ZLEV share is clearly
a major lever, where small shifts in share affect fleet CO2 significantly owing to these vehicle’s
extremely low CO2. Pool 2 has increased its Electric Plug-In share by about 1.2% to 4.3%, while
diesel gained about 3% share coupled with a gasoline share reduction of about 4%. Considering
the other powertrain types in Pool 2’s fleet are relatively CO2-effective as discussed in the
previous section and do not shift much month to month, these individual monthly trends have
positively affected fleet CO2 levels significantly.
Pool 6 has a substantial 3% reduction in Hybrid-Full Plug-In share compared with baseline, the
resulting significant penalty to fleet CO2 is not offset by the roughly 8% increase in Hybrid-Full
share. Pool 7 has about a 0.6% reduction in the Electric Plug-In share compared with baseline,
and there is a 2% reduction of overall Hybrid-Mild share coupled with a 2% drop in overall diesel
share. The negative effect of these trends on fleet CO2 is offset by the corresponding increase of
about 6% in overall Hybrid-Full Plug-In share to give a relatively unchanged fleet CO2 status in
August.
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Figure 4 – Powertrain and fuel-type splits of Pool 1 for July and August relative to baseline forecast [9]
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Figure 5 – Powertrain and fuel-type splits of Pool 2 for July and August relative to baseline forecast [9]
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Figure 6 – Powertrain and fuel-type splits of Pool 6 for July and August relative to baseline forecast [9]
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Figure 7 – Powertrain and fuel-type splits of Pool 7 for July and August relative to baseline forecast [9]
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Conclusions
The above trends illustrate the effect ZLEVs have in improving fleet CO2-effectiveness with
relatively small increases in fleet shares. This is a core factor for short-term compliance and
contributes significantly to the reduction in excess CO2 and penalties for the EU28 market in
August compared with baseline, by 3.2 g/km and EUR2.8 billion, respectively. To stimulate
demand for ZLEV vehicles, manufacturers will exploit the state incentives described previously,
which obviously increases their marketability. In addition, manufacturers will entice customers
further with purchase offers of their own. Volvo UK for example offers a one-year’s free supply of
electricity when a customer purchases a Hybrid-Full Plug-In model, while Renault UK offers free
installations of a home wall-box charger. More ZLEV share enables manufacturers to claim the
maximum super credit allowance possible, provided they have not done so already.
In addition to raising the ZLEV share, immense effort is required to manage the balance of all
vehicle types in the fleet to realize a compliant fleet position. IHS Markit intelligence suggests
the manufacturers constantly monitor the portfolio of vehicles sold via their dealer network. As
such, the entire vehicle selection offered can and will be adjusted to be CO2-effective, ensuring
the best compliance level possible. Current model offerings will be re-evaluated from a costbenefit perspective, an opportunity granted by contingency plans coming out of the COVID-19
disruption. This can result in low-selling high CO2 vehicle variants and model lines being
restricted or taken off sale in the short term. Manufacturers have already taken such actions
before COVID-19; for example, Ford removed the Edge SUV from selected EU markets as its sales
volumes was relatively low and considering its CO2 level in excess of 200 g/km on the WLTP
cycle. Going a step further, small-volume or niche brands have exited the EU market entirely as
well. For example, Nissan removed its subsidiary brand Infiniti from Europe by 2020 [6].
Pooling is another lever, which maximizes the CO2-effectiveness of a combined fleet, where one
fleet with a high ZLEV share (and therefore a relatively good compliance position) is combined
with a fleet with a low ZLEV share. Examples include FCA-Tesla and Volkswagen-MG-SAIC pools.
The remaining months in 2020 as of this writing remain critical for manufacturers to continue
closing their compliance gaps via the mechanisms described above.
Beyond 2020 and 2021, cost-benefit analysis will focus investment and accelerate development
in specific powertrains that gives the largest positive impact on a manufacturer’s fleet CO2.
For example, historically Porsche made the conscious decision to focus development on
electrified gasoline and full-electric powertrains rather than conventional diesel powertrains [6].
However, such decisions are not made trivially. They depend heavily on the manufacturer’s core
market appeal, what their current offerings are, and their development capabilities; all of which
needs to be balanced to set a compliant powertrain split that works specifically for them.
Vehicle development partnerships and collaborations across the industry are also expected to
rise. Development costs of new expensive technologies (including electrification) is an easier
burden when shared, a benefit BMW and Jaguar Land Rover are expecting with their partnership
in co-developing electrified powertrains.
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As with any industry facing disruption, the automotive market will reach a new equilibrium with
regard to CO2 compliance and in response to the COVID-19 fallout. The recovery period for the
automotive market depends heavily on how manufacturers adjust to new unfamiliar business
practices, how local governments try to stimulate the economy, and how the public settles into
their new daily routine.
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